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I can not tell you the current methods of commercial NVP polymerization because I 

have not worked for someone in that business since 1996; however, I would wager that 

not much has changed since then? This does not mean that free radical polymerization 

has not changed. Vast improvements in Controlled Radical Polymerization CRP 

especially living radical polymerization have occurred. I hardly knew anything about 

this revolution in 1996 but since then numerous articles  and books have appeared 

concerning this subject. Acronyms such as RAFT, MADIX, NMP, ATRP etc each one 

stands for a method of CRP with different CTA's (chain transfer agents). The hallmark of

these is that the free radical terminal of the growing polymer chain is trapped hence the 

free radical terminal is in an equilibrium with a trapping agent (CTA). This has the effect

that one trapping agent generates one polymer chain. Hence you can control MW and 

have low polydispersity. You can even add a new monomer after the first one to make 

block copolymers. All manner of  architectures are possible and I direct you to some of 

the reviews on this subject.
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Tacticity:

How does tacticity effect PVP?

“The control on stereoregularity affects the polymer properties, like solubility, 

crystallinity, mechanical properties, melting point, etc.” (Colloid Polym Sci (2015) 

293:143–152). It also effects the polymers interaction with surfaces presumably hair and

skin in the case of PVP or its copolymers. Because no one has figured out how to control

PVP tacticity, its effect on the key uses of PVP wait to be discovered. But one would 

think it would have a major effect on the ability of PVP to complex with for example 

iodine or hydrogen peroxide not to mention biological/medicinal agents.

PVP can exist in three tacticites, atactic with all of the pyrrolidone moieties on one side 

of the polymer chain, syndiotactic with all alternating, or atactic(also called heterotactic)

where they are random. Now it is unlikely that currently manufactured PVP would be 

completely one or the other tacticity and is actually heterotactic. 

 



                                                                        triad tacticity    % diad tacticity

Polymerization in Fluoroalcohols            monomer solvent or additive temp, °C                  mm mr rr               m  r 

                                       NVP bulk      20                    31    29   39                46  54            

                                 NVP (CF3)3COH (SS-5) -40      19   37   44                 37  63      

Wan, D.; Satoh, K.; Kamigaito, M.; Okamoto, Y. Macromolecules 2005, 38, 10397

(m and r above are calculated by r(or m)= mr/2 + rr(or mm) by convention.)

The above reference shows that a strong H-bonding solvent and temperature can effect 

tacticity. This is because of the size of the complex favors  syndiotacticity and heat 

favors heterotacticity (Polym. Chem., 2013, 4, 5449 has a very nice summary )

Another approach is to use a stereo regular template such as PMAA of known tacticities.

See: Bartels et. al. J. Polym. Sci., J. Polym. Chem. Ed., 1977 and

Y. Y. Tan, Radical Polymerization Along Macromolecular Templates V.215 Nato ASI 

series pp281-292....a review 1987.

The problem with this technique is how to isolate the resulting PVP from the PMAA. 

One possibility would be to cross-link the PMAA onto beads or other easily removed 

surfaces, so that the PVP could be easily recovered.



The above from a review (M. Kamigaito and K. Satoh) shows how solvent and/or 

additives can interact with the penultimate radical chain end to favor tacticity. Lewis 

acids that can complex with two adjacent R groups would be expected to result in 



isotacticity. They show this in the above charts (Chem Rev. 2009, 109, 5120-5156).

Bulky and very bulky groups influences tacticity also shown schematically in the above 

charts.

T. Hirano et. al. RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 53079-53089.

This reference shows that an additive that can H-bond to PVP carbonyl results in an 

increase in isotacticity. As can be seen from the above figure 13 that large groups results 

in isotacticity according to the above projections. Another explanation is that the L-

EtTar H-bonds to two adjacent pyrrolidone moieties.

Proposal:

PVP has a significant literature concerning its strong ability to complex anionic 

surfactants such SDS. I propose that polymerizing NVP in the presence of selected 

anionic surfactants and RAFT/MADIX CRP(K. Nakabayashi, H. Mori / European 

Polymer Journal 49 (2013) 2808–2838 is a very detailed review of NVP polymerization 



by these techniques) will result in increased tacticity. 

 Before CRP, NVP free radical polymerization was uncontrolled because the terminal 

radical is unstabilized and hence very reactive and very short lived. CRP traps the 

terminal radical and releases it in a controlled slower way. Hence the reformed terminal 

radical is around longer and with enough time to be effected by its surroundings such as 

the nature of the solvent or additives. 

In researching this idea I discovered that this led me to not only recommend anionic 

surfactants for tacticity but as agents that would keep the growing pvp chain open and 

not in a globular state.



The above chart is similar to several other references. It shows that SDS interacts with 

PVP in such a way that it swells and makes the terminals much more available. With the 

right amount of SDS for example NVP would polymerizes to the desired MW with a 

lower polydispersity because the terminal growing radical would not be buried in a PVP 

globule, but could continue to add NVP instead of causing a new chain of lower MW to 

form increasing PD. Temperature is a key parameter.



This paper shows that as the temperature of a PVP solution is increased, the polymer 

goes from open coil to globule but this effect is reduced in the presence of an anionic 

surfactants. So you would want to polymerize NVP at the lowest possible temperature in

the presence of an anionic surfactant like SDS. This could be done with a redox initiator 

for example where formation of a free radical initiator does not depend on heat. 

Langmuir, 2007, 23 (11), pp 6042–6052 



This paper shows that PVP-SDS is a type ll complex clearly indicating that my idea of 

employing a suitable anionic surfactant makes the terminal free radical more available.

This is the most recent paper on this subject and sheds a great deal of light on the actual 

morphology of the complex. The previous papers don't show this as clearly, but support 

my idea, to polymerize NVP in an aqueous surfactant solution. 



The above reference, probably the best NVP CRP I have found, clearly shows low 

temperature CRP with a redox initiator.

Lets say that this idea works and affords PVP with narrower polydispersity and 

increased tacticity. The remaining problem would be to isolate the polymer without the 

offending impurities. Polymerization from solid surfaces would work. This is a very 

active area for LRP (Living Radical Polymerization). 

  

 



[BOOK] Controlled Radical Polymerization at and from Solid Surfaces

P Vana, E Bourgeat-Lami - 2015 - Springer
The tailoring of well-defined polymer structures upon the surfaces of solid materials 
constitutes the molecular basis for advanced functional surfaces. The recent advent of a 
multitude of controlled radical polymerization methods (also called reversible deactivation ...
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Polymerization of Vac by this method has also been reported:

Although not completely to my liking because a small amount of  unbound 

polymerization takes place in the solvent phase, the bound polymer is easily recovered 

and separated. Not only can you make homopolymers, after recovery of the still active 

particles, other monomers can be added once the solid-supported polymers are placed 
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back in a suitable solvent. 

Apparently the solid-supported catalyst once the attached PVP is removed, could be re-

used in subsequent PVP MADIX polymerizations. I want to point out that the solid 

support can be cellulose with PVP attached to it affording a variety of applications such 

as grafted PVP-I or PVP-H2O2 or biocides and medicinals (Macromolecules 2005, 38, 

10363-10372).

Additional CRP/PVP references:

Macromolecules 2005, 38, 6770-6774

T. Zhou et al. / Progress in Materials Science 83 (2016) 191–235

Macromolecules 2015, 48, 5459−5469

Chem. Commun., 2013, 49, 9077—9088

Macromolecules 2009, 42, 5509–5517

Additional Anionic Surfactant/PVP references:

J. Phys. Chem. B, Vol. 112, No. 12, 2008

Colloid Polym Sci (2014) 292:2485–2495

J. Surf. Interfac. Mater. 1, 77–86, 2013

J Solution Chem (2006) 35:951–968

Summary:

NVP can be polymerized from solid-supported MADIX CTA initiator primed with a 

small amount of redox generated free radicals and in the presence of an anionic 

surfactant at an amount near or below the CAC. The low polydispersity PVP can be 

isolated by recovering the solid-supported MADIX after treatment with, for example, a 

free radical source. The recovered solid-supported MADIX could be reused in 

subsequent polymerizations. This would result in a more tactic PVP and a lower 

polydispersity polymer(copolymer).



Thank you for your interest!

Robert B Login (rloginconsulting.com)
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